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As a consequence of the demographic development, the number of people in need of care will 

increase drastically whereas only a constant (or even slightly decreasing) number of people will be 

working in healthcare and welfare services. Service robots can help to tackle this situation by  

 assisting elderly in their daily lives, thus enhancing their independence  

 supporting the personnel of hospitals and residential care facilities in their work, thus giving 

them more time to actually care for their patients.  

Whereas simple assistive robots, e.g. mobile communication or transport robots have already been 

commercialized successfully, a new generation of more sophisticated robots, e.g. with 

manipulation abilities, are about to leave the laboratories.  

Care-O-bot® is the product vision of a mobile robot assistant to actively support humans in their 

day-to-day lives. Now in its third generation, the robot features a product-oriented system design 

and is the first to offer the potential for the real-world application of manipulating mobile service 

robots in everyday environments. Care-O-bot® 3 is able to independently execute fetch and carry 

tasks, to support communication or to provide assistance in emergencies.  

The novel design of Care-O-bot® 3 represents an intentional move away from existing humanoid 

service robots. Instead, the robot has been given a functional design, outlining its abilities as a 

butler. This helps for the user to align his expectations with the actual capabilities of the robot 

and thus increases the acceptance of the robot. Furthermore, the role of Care-O-bot as a tool that 

is controlled by the human user at any time is underlined instead of presenting the robot as a 

technical or even equal version of the human. 

Based on different user studies, the demand for support of elderly people as well as of care 

workers and possible application areas for service robots were identified. Within several research 

projects, associated application scenarios were implemented on Care-O-bot and other task specific 

robots. Care-O-bot was already evaluated successfully in different elderly care institutions and 

elderly persons’ homes.  
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